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Simple Position and Orientation Preconditioning
Scheme for Minimum Energy Path Calculations.
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Abstract

Minimum-energy path (MEP) calculations, such as those typified by the nudged
elastic band method, require input of reactant and product molecular configurations
at initialization. In the case of reactions involving more than one molecule, gener-
ating initial reactant and product configurations requires careful consideration of the
relative position and orientations of the reactive molecules in order to ensure that
the resulting MEP calculation proceeds without converging on an alternative reaction-
path, and without requiring excessive numbers of optimization iterations; as such, this
initial system set-up is most commonly performed “by hand”, with an expert user ar-
ranging reactive molecules in space to ensure that the following MEP calculation runs
smoothly. In this Article, we introduce a simple preconditioning scheme which replaces
this labour-intensive, human-knowledge-based step with an automated deterministic
computational scheme. In our approach, initial reactant and product configurations
are generated such that steric hindrance between reactive molecules is minimized in
the reactant and product configurations, while also simultaneously requiring minimal
structural differences between the reactants and products. The method is demonstrated
using a benchmark test-set >3400 organic molecular reactions, where comparison of
the reactant/product configurations generated using our approach compare very well
to initial configurations which were generated on an ad hoc basis.
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Preconditioning Scheme, Reaction Discovery.
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The algorithm starts with reactant and product molecules in any arbitrary orientation and
position in space and through several optimization steps, reorients them into a reasonable
initial guess for use in double ended, minimum energy path calculations. The top left-
most cell shows the reactants (top) and product (bottom) molecules arbitrarily oriented.
Successively, each stage represented by the dashed cells performs a different operation on
the molecules, resulting in the right-most cell, a reasonable relative initial position and
orientation. The resulting reactant and product images can then be used to obtain some
approximation to some minimum energy path, as shown in the eight lower cells.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of algorithms in the literature for the optimization of minimum-energy

paths (MEPs) between specified reactants and products1–5, as well as algorithms for provid-

ing a reasonable initial guess for these6–8. These approaches are enormously powerful tools

for providing direct insight into chemical reaction mechanisms, in domains ranging from

heterogeneous catalysis to interstellar chemistry, while also affording access to quantitative

data which can be directly compared to experimental results; for example, the activation

energies determined by MEP calculations can be readily used to estimate the reaction rate

constant via different approximate methods.9–11

However, MEP algorithms can be sensitive to their set-up, with the choice of the ini-

tial position and orientation of reactive molecules being particularly important in ensur-

ing smooth convergence to the desired reaction-path. This choice of reactant and product

configurations can be problematic for inter-molecular reactions, where the initial relative

reactant/product configurations and orientations can both influence which MEP is located

using MEP-finding algorithms, but can also influence the efficiency of convergence of MEP

calculations.

In many cases, a physically-sensible initial position and orientation of reactive molecules

may be known, particular if ab initio molecular dynamics simulation (or closely related

methods employing reactive potential energy surface [PESs]) are used to sample chemi-

cal reactions.12–15. However, there are equally situations where prior information about

the mechanism, specifically the initial orientation and relative position of reactants, is not

available;16–20 in such cases, the task of preparing the position and orientation of reactants

and products can be ambiguous, and in the worst case simply performed “by hand”. This

“hand-crafted” generation of reactant/product configurations is obviously not ideal, being

non-deterministic and reliant on user expert knowledge.

In seeking an alternative to this situation, thereby enabling automated deterministic

reactant/product configuration generation, it is useful to note the following “common-sense”

rules which are evident in any sensible MEP (described for simplicity as a chain of connected

states or images, as in the NEB method):
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1. Molecules that will form bonds must lie in each others neighborhood, but not so close

that the electronic potential is perturbed.

2. The bond-forming atoms should lie as close as possible (albeit unperturbed), with no

other moieties unnecessarily obstructing the direct line of travel between them. In

other words, reacting groups in molecules should be facing each other.

3. Any groups of atoms shared in common between the reactant and product structures

should be spatially and orientationally correlated along the reaction-path.

4. Molecules that do not share atoms with the reactive molecular species should not

occupy the same region of space as the reactive species along the reaction-path.

These simple geometric demands can often uniquely determine or predict the correct posi-

tions of reactants and products, even before more detailed analysis of the electronic structure

is incorporated. For example, rules (1) and (2) above simply indicate that atoms which are

making/breaking bonds in a given reaction must, at some point along the reaction-path,

approach each other, and must not be obstructed by other atoms being present. Rule (3) is

simply a statement that spectator atoms, which are not directly participating in the reaction,

should occupy similar positions and orientations in the reactants and product structures,

while rule (4) simply states that molecules which are not directly exchanging fragments,

should stay out of each others way. While the “by hand” generation of reactant and product

configurations for MEP analysis will invariably rely on these sorts of “common-sense” geo-

metric and chemical ideas, this Article presents an approach which seeks to formalize these

rules in a deterministic algorithm.

Of course, it is worth noting that purely geometric assessments can leave ambiguities

regarding the orientation of reactants/products that cannot be easily be addressed with-

out evaluating the electronic potential energy. Determining which is the best orientation of

“attack” for reactants to adopt is a not trivial problem, and may require substantial com-

putational resources to conclusively determine it. A simple example is the decomposition

of formaldehyde into molecular hydrogen and carbon monoxide (see section 3), and whose

MEP involves the breaking of the σv symmetry of the molecule, something which is not
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easily predictable without appealing to its electronic structure. Nevertheless, even for such

cases the above geometric rules serve to enable generation of a reasonable starting point for

more precise exploration of the orientation of reactants, as we demonstrate below.

The remainder of this Article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the algorithm,

which optimizes a series of simple geometric functions depending on the translational and

rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) of the reactive molecules. Section 3 highlights the

result of each stage of our algorithm, demonstrating application of our approach to a set

of ten reactions from a benchmark set devised by Birkholz and Schlegel21,22. Finally, we

quantify the degree of reliability of our algorithm by generating initial reactant/product

configurations for a large test-set of >3400 organic molecular reactions from the benchmark

set devised by Grambow and coworkers.23 We show that our simple algorithm can position

product and reactant molecules in approximately the same place in space as found by using

the growing-string method24–26,30,31 starting from those reactants, for all but a small number

(< 3%) of cases.

2 METHODOLOGY

We assume that we have independent geometry-optimized molecular configurations for all

of the molecules which are present in the reactant and product configurations of a given

reaction. Our aim is to generate total reactant and product configurations, comprising these

independent molecules, which represent “good” starting configurations for MEP-finding. The

approach taken is to seek the relative positions and orientations which minimizes the steric

hindrance between reactant molecules before and after the reaction has taken place, as well

as approximately minimizing the overall change in position of all atoms.

We emphasize that our algorithm only acts on the translational and rotational degrees

of freedom of the independent reactant and product molecules. In our approach, molecules

exert a simple linear attractive or repulsive force so as to minimize steric hindrance; the

use of simple parameterized forces means we do not require any computationally-expensive

energy evaluations using electronic structure methods. Throughout, we will use the term

“image” to describe the collection of molecules constituting either the products or reactants.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram depicting molecular pre-conditioning algorithm. From left

(Cell 1) to right (Cell 5). Cell 1: The geometric centre of (initially randomly oriented and

positioned) reactant molecules are placed near the atoms in their reaction-partner, and the

product molecules are placed at the geometric centre of their atoms in the reactant image.

The intra-image inter-molecular hard-sphere forces described in stage S2 are depicted by the

red arrows, with approximate hard-sphere radii indicated by dashed circles. Cell 2: The

results of stage S2 are shown, with the molecules separated by a hard-sphere-based distance,

albeit still randomly oriented. The red curly arrows represent the initial rotation of molecules

according to stage S3. Cell 3: The resulting re-oriented molecules from stage S3 are shown.

Further rotational and attractive forces are applied in stage S4 (represented by the red

arrows) to align reactive atoms within the same image (reactants or products), while also

seeking to maintain similarity of position and orientation between similar molecules in the

reactant and product images. Further hard-sphere forces (as in stage S2) are also applied in

order to maintain appropriate intermolecular distances. Cell 4: The optimized positions and

orientation of molecules from stage S4 are shown. Finally, stage S5 applies the same attractive

forces as stage S4, but changes the repulsive forces from molecular-based hard-sphere forces,

to atom-based hard-sphere forces, as depicted by the dashed smaller circles around atoms.

This approach better accounts for molecular shape in the final molecular positions. Cell 5:

The final positions of molecules in reactant and product images are shown; by optimizing the

position and orientation of molecular fragments which participate in the reaction, the final

reactant and product images should provide sensible (and automated) guesses for further

MEP optimization.
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Our algorithm will be described in five stages which are summarized below; further math-

ematical details are given in the appendices. The first three stages, S1-S3 (Appendices A.1 to

A.3), place reactants and products in space at appropriate initial positions and orientations,

as determined by the set of reactive atoms. The following two stages, S4 and S5 (Appendices

A.4 to A.5), then introduce repulsive and attractive forces in stages that more precisely

orient the reactant and product molecules.

A schematic diagram of each stage in our algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. In outline, each

stage runs as follows:

• Stage S1 (Appendix A.1): First, in both reactant and product images, we sequen-

tially place the geometric centres of reactive molecules near to their reaction partners.

• Stage S2 (Appendix A.2): Intermolecular “hard-sphere” repulsive forces are used

ensures all molecules are sufficiently displaced from each other into a coherent region

is space permitted by the original placing of their geometric centres (stage S1).

• Stage S3 (Appendix A.3): The reactive molecules in the reactant image are oriented

such that their reacting-atoms are facing their reaction-partner molecules. In the

product image, molecules are reoriented to maximize similarity with the corresponding

molecules in the reactant image.

• Stage S4 (Appendix A.4): The translational/rotational DOF of the reactant and

product molecules are optimized under the action of two further competing forces: (i)

intra-image, inter-molecular forces that attract reactive atoms, and (ii) inter-image,

inter-molecular forces which attract and orient molecules that contain common atoms.

• Stage S5 (Appendix A.5): Finally, the translational/rotational DOF of the reactant

and product molecules are optimized under the action of refined intra-image, atom-

atom hard-sphere forces and inter-image molecular hard-sphere forces to give final

positions and orientations of all molecules in both end-point images.

We note that this algorithm involves several geometric operations acting on the reactive

molecular species; the equations used are given in the Appendices, as are further implemen-

tational details. As will be shown below, the result of this simple geometry-based algorithm
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is that reactive molecular species are positioned and oriented in optimal locations to act as

initial structures for MEP calculations, such that it is anticipated there are no atomic clashes,

or large-scale structural distortions, required on the transit from reactants to products.

3 RESULTS

In this section, we discuss application of our approach to a benchmark set of molecular

reactions. First, as an example of our approach in action, we study a single bimolecular

reaction in detail (section 3.1); next, we qualitatively demostrate the result on a selection of

10 exemplary reactions (section 3.2); we then report the results of applying our algorithm to

a test-set of > 3400 reactions (section 3.3). Comparison to the existing reactant and product

structures for this large set of reactions demonstrates that our approach can generate good

initial guess structures when compared to those generated either “by hand” or by geometry

optimization algorithms.

3.1 Step-by-step example

We first show the action of the key steps of our algorithm with a specific example, namely the

reaction of ethyl trifluoroacetate with ammonia; this example is taken from a test-set devised

by Zimmerman,24 It is a reasonably challenging reaction to which to apply our algorithm,

having two molecules of approximately similar size in both reactant and products.

The upper cells of Fig. 2 show the positions of molecules in reactant and product images

at the end of the different stages described above. We make the following comments:

• S1: The left-hand cells shows molecules after superimposing their geometric centers

according to section A.1. Note that spurious bonds are rendered here due to the

proximity of the reactive molecules.

• S2: The next cell shows the resulting positions of the reactive molecules following

optimization under hard-sphere forces (section A.2). Note that molecules are randomly

oriented at this stage.
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Reactants

Products

S1 S2 S3|4 S5

Figure 2: top cells Results of different stages (labeled in red) described in the main text

for the example of an ethyl transfer reaction between ethyl trifluoroacetate and ammonia.

Each cell is described in the text. bottom cells An image-dependent pair-potential (IDPP)

interpolated reaction-path6 between resulting reactant and product images, highlighting the

suitability of the initial guess provided by this algorithm.

• S3|4: the orientation of molecules and minimization of forces as described in section A.3

and A.4 result in the third top cell. For this example, the minimization step of stage

S4 results in only small adjustments to the original orientation step of section S3; as a

result, the outcome of both steps is shown. Note that reacting atoms are now facing

each other (within a given image) and the orientation of corresponding molecules in

different images are also very similar.

• S5: the final atom-based hard-sphere optimization arranges molecules with no close

atomic contacts.

The eight frames along the bottom of Fig. 2 shows an image-dependent pair-potential

(IDPP) reaction-path6 obtained from the resulting reactant and products images (noting

that two extra images have been added to the two end-point structures to push the moieties

further apart). As expected, the resulting IDPP path shows molecules undergoing minimal
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changes to their original position and orientation, while also providing a reasonable path for

the exchange taking place.

3.2 Further examples

From a set of benchmark reactions provided by Vaucher and Reiher21, adapted from Birkholz

and Schlegel22, we took the ten intermolecular reactions to demonstrate the results of ap-

plying our approach to a variety of different types of reaction classes. The structures for

the original datasets were, in turn, obtained from a variety of sources; in some cases, prod-

uct structures were obtained by geometry optimization of appropriately modified reactant

structures using graphical user interface programs,27 while other examples were obtained

from previous benchmark sets, also used for TS optimization algorithms,28 which were also

generally constructed “by hand” from well-known systems and well-informed guesses to their

TS structures.

Figure 3 shows the resulting positions of molecules given by our algorithm (the lower

set of molecular species in each panel, in gray-scale) while the initial reactant/product po-

sitions from the original datasets are shown in color. For our calculations, the position and

orientation of all molecules are initially randomized to mimic the conditions for which this

algorithm is hoping to be of use; no information from the existing database is used, beyond

the identity of the reactive molecules.

It is clear that, in many cases, the initial reactant and product positions given by our

approach are nearly indistinguishable from those given in the benchmark datasets. Further-

more, we note that, in the examples where differences are observed (reaction 6-8, and 10),

the molecular positions given by our algorithm generally appear more “natural” compared

the final position of the atoms than their original placement. As noted in the Introduction,

at least for the formaldehyde decomposition (example 6), the formation of H2 occurs via a

distortion which breaks the σv symmetry, and the H pointing towards the carbon π cloud

likely belies the need for further electronic structure considerations. The suggested posi-

tion provided by our algorithm is nevertheless a good enough guess such that further NEB

calculation can locate the correct MEP.
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Figure 3: Ten test reactions from Ref.22. The initial positions of reactants and product

molecules are shown (colored, upper molecular structures in each cell), along with the molec-

ular reactant/product positions given by our algorithm (in gray-scale, lower molecular struc-

tures in each panel). In this latter case, gray atoms represent those atoms that form or break

bonds, whereas black atoms do not participate in bond changes. Each reaction is indexed in

red, and described in the bottom-right cell. In blue text are the calculated d-values of each

structure, as described in the text (Eqn. 1).
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3.3 Application to large benchmark reaction set

Finally, to obtain a broader quantitative description of the reliability of our algorithm, we

have devised a single measure that tries to quantify the difference between the initial re-

actant/product molecular positions given by our algorithm and those molecular positions

provided in the original benchmark datasets. Here. we consider a large database of re-

actions devised by Grambow and coworkers.23 This dataset comprises 12,000 reactions of

organic molecules derived by taking a subset of the GDB-7 data set. The growing string

algorithm24–26 was then employed on this subset to generate a large set of plausible ele-

mentary reactions with at most seven heavy C/N/O heteroatoms, and evenly distribuited

molecular sizes therewithin, using an accurate DFT method (ωB97X-D3/def2-TZVP). Of

these 12,000 reaction we found 3,435 which were inter molecular reactions (as opposed to

and intramolecular reaction such as isomerization). For each of these 3,435 reactions, we

used our proposed algorithm to generate initial reactant and product structures.

In order to give a quantitative comparison between structures generated by our algo-

rithm and those available from other methods (e.g. geometry optimization, or growing-string

method), we devise a simple figure-of-merit. The simplest approach to comparing two sets

of molecular structures would be to evaluate the norm of the difference vector between the

reactant/product images determined by our algorithm and the database. The problem with

this simple approach is that the relative positioning of molecules can skew the results. Pro-

vided that molecules lie far enough each other that they are not significantly interacting, the

interpolated path should be essentially the same for some sensible range of possible inter-

molecular distances; such trivial difference in intermolecular distances would then appear as

a larger norm in the difference vector, despite not actually being meaningfully different.

To obtain a measure for both these features, we directly compare the orientation and

position (with respect to the laboratory frame) of the reactant/product images determined

by our approach to those provided in the benchmark dataset. It is first necessary to align the

reactant+product images from this algorithm with those of the benchmark data. This can

be achieved using the Kabsch algorithm, which provides the rotation matrix that minimizes

the Frobenius norm of the difference between the position vectors of the reactant+product
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super-system provided by our algorithm and those given in the benchmark data. After

aligning these reactant/product structures, we calculate the following difference measure, d,

where vectors are subscripted either “A” or “B” depending on whether they refer to the

structures given by our algorithm or the benchmark data, respectively:

d =
1

2
(dgom + dori) N = NR +N e

dgom = N−1
∑
j=P,R

Nj∑
m

1− ~gAjm · ~gBjm
2|~gAjm||~gBjm|

dori = N−1
∑
j=P,R

Nj∑
m

1− (~rAjm − ~gAjm) · (~rBjm − ~gBjm)

2|~rAjm − ~gAjm||~rBjm − ~gBjm|

(1)

The definitions of the geometric variables in Eq. 1 are given in the Appendices. In brief,

however, these equations define an average of cos(θ), where θ are the angles between

• the geometric centre vector of each molecule m in A with that in B (second equation,

dgom).

• the position vector (centered at the origin) between each molecule m in A with that

in B (third equation, dori).

Each separate term in Eq. 1 contributes a value of zero if these vectors are perfectly aligned,

or a value of one if they are exactly pointing in opposite directions; a value of d = 0.5 is the

average expected for completely random orientation and positions of all molecules.

The numbers highlighted in blue in Fig. 3 are the resulting d-values for each test reaction.

We note that the d measure captures the correct trend in suitability of the generated reactant

and product structures. For example, it is clear that application of our algorithm to examples

1-3 all give reactant and product structures which seem to be very well-aligned with the initial

configurations from the database, and show similarly small d-values; on the other hand, as

we have already noted, the initial configuration for example 6 generated by our approach

is quite different to that from the database, and also demonstrates a corresponding larger

value of d.

With this measure of similarity in hand, we then applied our configuration pre-conditioning

algorithm to a set of 3,435 multi-molecule reactions taken from the Grambow dataset;23 Fig.
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Figure 4: Histogram showing distribution of d-values (given by Eq. 1) between the bench-

mark dataset and our algorithm. A value of d = 0 corresponds to a perfect match to the

benchmark data, while d = 0.5 corresponds to a random orientation of molecular species

relative to the benchmark dataset.

4 illustrates the histogram of d values calculated for this large test-set. We find that the large

majority (≈ 88%) of d-values lie below 0.25, suggesting that our algorithm generates initial

configurations which are similar to those seen in Fig 3 of subsection 3.2. Encouragingly, these

results demonstrate that our algorithm is obtaining initial reactant/product structure which

are comparable to those obtained by alternative methods, such as “by hand”, by conforma-

tion searching, or by geometry optimization. We find that just 3% of reactions considered

have d values greater than 0.3; in such cases, the position/orientation of one of the molecules

is typically different enough from the benchmark data such that it is unlikely that one can

expect the same resulting MEP. However, in the vast majority of cases, the generated initial

reactant/product structures appear to be of high quality, and at least comparable to those

obtained by other methods (although emphasizing that our approach does not require any

electronic structure calculations).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented and tested a relatively-straightforward and free-standing pre-conditioning

algorithm for generating initial reactant/product molecular configurations in preparation for

geometry optimization and MEP-finding calculations. In brief, this algorithm uses both

hard-sphere forces and rigid-molecule rotations in attempting to optimally position reaction
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partners such that the reactive atoms are unobstructed, while also seeking to maintain

proximity to the original input molecular configurations of the separate reactive molecules.

Our algorithm does not require any potential energy evaluations (for example, using ab initio

methods). In detailed tests to 10 benchmark reactions, as well as in quantitative comparison

to a large set of > 3400 benchmark reactions, we find that the initial reactant/product

configurations generally appear suitable for further analysis in MEP-finding.

Of course, the algorithm is not fool-proof; as we have noted, around 3% of reactions

in the large dataset exhibited relatively significant differences compared to the existing ini-

tial configurations. Given the simplicity of our algorithm, it seems likely that additional

orientational penalty functions which introduce further “chemical knowledge” will help ad-

dress these. Nevertheless, our approach generally presents as a suitable starting point for a

more systematic re-orientation of the reacting molecules that incorporate better physically

motivated non-covalent interactions, while also being consistent with the many available

reaction-path interpolation schemes.6–8 Both datasets tested in Section 3 are restricted to

relatively small organic molecules, but it is worth noting that we have obtained good results

with larger systems comprising of a few tens of atoms, larger than the bicyclic molecules such

as test 2 of Section 3.2. Our algorithm has also been used already to help generate a reaction

network used in a study the carbon monoxide oxidation of small platinum nanoparticles34.

In that study we found the algorithm was also able to cope with tri-molecular reactions, for

which no examples where available in the large dataset tested in section 3.

Most relevant to our work, we anticipate that this algorithm may be of particular utility

in the context of automated, high-throughput schemes to attempt de novo design of potential

molecular catalysts17,19,20,25,29,30,32–36. As well as preconditioning the position and orientation

of molecules, deciding whether the product and reactant molecules require conformational

intermediates and providing reasonable guesses (prior to PES evaluations) of these would be

a natural next step to implement, and for which work is currently underway.
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from Figs. 3 and 4 can be found at http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/......

A Numerical Details

The definitions of vectors and sets which will be used throughout our algorithm are presented

here:

• Variables of the image corresponding to reactant molecules will be labeled by R and

the image corresponding to the products by P , although it should be noted that for

the purposes of this algorithm the R and P labels are interchangeable.

• The number of molecules in image R|P are given by NR|P respectively.

• Molecules will be referenced by the image label and molecule index, e.g. Rn labels

molecule n for reactant image R.

• The set of atom indices belonging to molecule Rn will be labeled as MRn = {MRn}.

• The identity of an atom in the reactants image is preserved across to the product

image. Namely
⋃NR

m MRm ≡ ⋃NP

m MPm.

• The positions of atoms in molecule Rn will be represented by ~rRn, a vector of 3|MRn|
dimensions. A superscript a|b will denote the atomic index of the coordinates, ~r aRn.

• The geometric centre (average position) of molecule Rn will be labeled by

~gRn =
1

|MRn|
∑

a∈MRn

~r aRn

.

• The vector of |MRn| repeating ~gRn is given by ~gRn; this is a vector of length 3|MRn|.

• The sub-set of atom indices from molecule Rn which are in molecule Pm after reaction

is labeled CRnm, where the second index (i.e. n) specifies the molecule in the image

16



Figure 5: Diagram aiding the definition of sets. A Sets: AR12 = a,AR21 = b, AP12 =

c, AP21 = d. B Sets: BR11 ≡ BP11 = a,BR22 ≡ BP22 = b. C Sets: CR21 ≡ CP12 = a, b.

structure (first index i.e. R) to which these atoms belong (similarly for CPxy). Note

that CRxy ≡ CPyx ≡MRx ∩MPy.

• The sub-set of atom indices of CRnm for those atoms which are actually involved in

bond breaking/forming is given by BRnm, where the second index (i.e. n) specifies the

molecule to which these atoms belong. Note that BRxy ≡ BPyx.

• The sub-set of atom indices belonging to molecule Rn which will form bonds to atoms

in molecule Rm (bonded in the product image P ) is given by ARnm, where the second

index (i.e. n) specifies the molecule to which these atoms belong (similarly defined

APxy).

• The geometric centre of the set of atomGRn =
⋃NR

m ARnm, namely all atoms in molecule

Rn which will form bonds, is labeled

~γRn =
1

|GRn|
∑
a∈GRn

~r aRn

.

Figure 5 shows a simple diagram, the caption presenting all sets of type A B and C

for it.

A.1 S1 Initial positioning of reactant and product molecules

First, we position molecules in the reactant and product images at approximate initial lo-

cations by shifting geometric centres. For image R, we initially place each molecule at the
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origin: ~gRm = 0. This is followed by sequentially re-positioning ~gRm at the vector ~αRm, given

by

~αRm =
1

NR

NR∑
n6=m

1

|ARnm|
∑

a∈ARnm

~raRn

, which is the geometric centre of atoms in image R that molecule Rm will participate in

bond changes.

For the product structure P , we shift the positions of molecules to ~gPm = 1
2
(~βPm + ~σPm)

where

~βPm =
1

NR

NR∑
n

1

|BRnm|
∑

a∈BRnm

~r aRn

is the geometric centre of atoms in the reactant configuration R with which molecule Pm

will form bonds, and ~σPm is given by

~σPm =
1

NR

NR∑
n

1

|CRnm|
∑

a∈CRnm

~r aRn

, which is the geometric centre of atoms in reactant configuration R that belong to molecule

Pm after reaction.

A.2 S2 Intra-image inter-molecular hard-sphere force

The positioning described above can leave molecules overlapping each other. To separate

them and remove steric clashes, we use a molecular hard-sphere force ~f 1
Rn (affecting only the

translational degrees-of-freedom) to any molecule Rn that is too close to other molecules

Rm,m 6= n, where:

~fS2.1
Rn =

∑
a∈MRn

â
[
~faRn

]
~faRn =

NR∑
m 6=n

φRmRn ·H · (~gRm − ~gRn)/|~gRm − ~gRn|

φRmRn =
κS2.1

N
{|~gRm − ~gRn| − (hRm + hRn)}

H =
{

1 |~gRm−~gRn|<(hRm+hRn)

0 |~gRm−~gRn|>(hRm+hRn)
N = 3|MRn|

NR∑
m 6=n

H

(2)
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Here, ~fS2.1
Rn is the 3|MRn| total force vector acting on the geometric centre of molecule Rn

and ~faRn is the hard-sphere force on atom a in MRn. Geometry optimization under the

hard-sphere forces is simple (and fast) to perform numerically; we also note that the same

optimization process is applied to all molecules in both R|P images.

The norm of ~fS2.1
Rn is independent from the number of atoms involved and proportional

to the force-constant κS2.1 by construction. The parameters hRm|Rn are estimates of the

molecular radius of Rm|Rn respectively; this estimate is calculated as the mean distance of

each atom with respect to the geometric centre, plus two standard deviations away from this

mean.

The outcome of optimization under ~fS2.1
Rn (and similarly ~fS2.1

Pm ) is that all molecules in the

reactant and product images are displaced to remove overlapping atoms.

A.3 S3 Initial orientation of molecules

The previous two steps ensure molecules are not overlapping and are placed at appropriate

distances to avoid steric clashes. The next step in our algorithm focuses on the orientations

of reactive molecules.

For image R only, we rotate each molecule Rn using the matrix that that acts on the

vector ~γRn − ~gRn to minimize the difference with ~αRn − ~gRn. This will orient molecule Rn

such that any atoms involved in reaction are directed towards their reaction partners in other

molecules.

For image P only, we then rotate each molecule Pm (let the 3 × 3 rotation matrix be

RPm) to minimize the difference between ~r0Pm = ~rPm−~gPm and the following average vector

~µPm:

~µPm =
NR∑
n

|CRnm|2
N

· ~r 0
Pmn N =

NR∑
n

|CRnm|2

~r 0
Pmn =

∑
a∈MPm

â
[
RPmRn(~raPm − ~gPm)

] (3)

The second equation above defines ~r 0
Pmn as the rotated vector of ~r0Pm. The rotation matrix

is labeled RPmRn and minimizes the difference between ~r 0
Pmn and ~r0Rn for the subset of atoms

CRnm ≡ CPmn ≡MRn∩MPm. In other words, ~µPm is a weighted sum of vectors ~r 0
Pmn, where
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each is ~r 0
Pm rotated in such a way as to maximize its orientation with the fragment of atoms

shared with molecule ~r0Rn.

The rotation matrix RPm acts on all atoms in MPm and does not affect the internal DOF.

We shall now describe how to calculate RPmRn and RPm. Any rotation matrix which acts

on a vector, in these cases ~r0Pm, to minimize the geometric difference with another vector

(i.e. ~r0Rn or ~µPm) can be obtained as follows. First, move all vectors to the origin and

shape them as 3×N matrices: r0Pm, r
0
Rn, where N = |MPm|, |MRn|; The rotation matrix

which maximizes the trace of the overlap matrix (r0Pm)T r0Rn is then given by the Kabsh

procedure.37

A.4 S4 Alignment of reactive atoms

We next apply translational and torsion forces to each molecule to place atoms near those

atoms in other molecules with which they will ultimately form bonds.

Here, for each molecule Rn, we calculate two average Euclidean vectors, namely a trans-

lational vector ~v tRn and and a rotational ~v rRn, defined as:

~v tRn =N−1
NR∑
m6=n

∑
a∈ARnm

∑
b∈ARmn

|(~r bRm − ~r aRn) · (~r aRn − ~gRn)|(~r
b
Rm − ~r aRn)

|~r bRm − ~r aRn|

~v rRn =N−1
NR∑
m6=n

∑
a∈ARnm

∑
b∈ARmn

(~r bRm − ~r aRn)× (~r aRn − ~gRn)

N =3|MRn|
NR∑
m 6=n

|ARmn||ARnm|.

(4)

Here, × denotes cross-product and the superscripts a|b denote atom indices. Each term in

the first equation is a vector in the direction from atom a to b, with length equal to the dot

product between (i) the position vector of atom a from the geometric centre of its molecule

and, (ii) the distance vector between atoms a to atom b. Similarly the second equation

takes the cross product between the same two vectors, quantifying their orthogonality, and

contributes to the torsional force ~v rRn, acting upon molecule Rn. N is the total number

of elements in the sums. These average vectors are then used to define translational and
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rotational forces for the entire molecule, ~fS4.1
Rn :

~fS4.1
Rn =

∑
a∈MRn

â
[
~faRn

]
~faRn =κS4.1 ·

{
−~vrRn × (~r aRn − ~gRn) + ~vtRn

} (5)

Ideally any given atom in the reactant configuration R should be close to itself in prod-

uct configuration P , but without affecting the “integrity” of molecules. Each molecule in

the reactant image R will contain atoms that belong to molecules in the product image

P . Consequently it is important that reactant molecules are placed near their correlated

product molecules. Furthermore, it is also important that the orientations are comparable;

if these criteria are not satisfied, reactive fragments will have to undergo (potentially) un-

necessary rotation and translation during MEP optimization. To enforce these conditions,

we take a similar approach as Eq. 5 and calculate two average Euclidean vectors, namely

the translational vector ~w t
Rn and rotational vector ~w r

Rn defined as:

~w t
Rn =N−1

NP∑
m

∑
a∈CRnm

∑
b∈CPmn

φ · |(~r bPm − ~r aRn) · (~r aRn − ~gRn)|(~r
b
Pm − ~r aRn)

|~r bPm − ~r aRn|

~w r
Rn =N−1

NP∑
m

∑
a∈CRnm

∑
b∈CPmn

φ · (~r bPm − ~r aRn)× (~r aRn − ~gRn)

N =3|MRn|
NP∑
m

|CRnm||CPmn|, φ =
{

1 a∈BRnm

1
2
a6∈BRnm

(6)

Note that we have weighted atoms that are going to form bonds more strongly (i.e. through

the φ factor) because it is important these atoms are ultimately close in space. Again, these

two vectors are used to define a forces, in analogy as Eqn. 5, but using a force parameter κS4.2

The forces presented in this subsection, as well as the hard-sphere forces from the previous

section A.1, are then numerically minimized.
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A.5 S5 Refinement of atomic positions using further hard-sphere forces

It was useful to apply the hard-sphere repulsive molecular forces in sections A.1 and A.4

because it allowed free rotation of molecules into an optimized orientation before attempting

to bring them into closer proximity. In this final stage, we remove the hard-sphere forces

operating within the same image (R or P ; section A.1) and re-apply these forces to those

molecules Rn and Pm such that CRnm = ∅ (in other words, molecules which do not share

or exchange atoms). This ensures that those molecules which are not exchanging atoms are

not situated in the same region in space. The force constant associated with this new force

is labeled κS5.1.

Furthermore, in this final stage, repulsive forces are applied within the same image (R or

P ) which better account for the geometry of the molecules. In the same spirit as the forces

introduced in section A.4, these impart both a torque and a translational force determined

from the average of atom-atom hard sphere forces. These inter-molecular repulsive forces

can be interpreted as hard sphere interactions centered on each atom of each molecule. The

atom-atom hard-sphere radius dependent thresholds, cab, are proportional to the average of

the typical covalent radius for this atom pair ab.

The two average translation and rotation vectors, ~z tRn and ~z rRn, for molecule Rn are:

~z tRn =N−1
NR∑
m 6=n

∑
a∈MRn

∑
b∈MRm

H · |(~yabRnm) · (~r aRn − ~gRn)| ~y
ab
Rnm

|~yabRnm|

~z rRn =N−1
NR∑
m6=n

∑
a∈MRn

∑
b∈MRm

H · (~yabRnm)× (~r aRn − ~gRn)

~yabRnm =cab ·
~r bRm − ~r aRn
|~r bRm − ~r aRn|

− (~r bRm − ~r aRn)

N =|MRn|2
NR∑
m6=n

∑
a∈MRn

∑
b∈MRm

H

H =
{

1 |~r b
Rm−~r

a
Rn|<φ·cab

0 |~r b
Rm−~r

a
Rn|>φ·cab

, φ =
{

3
2
a∈ARnm

2 a6∈ARnm

(7)

These repulsive forces are “switched on” when the intermolecular atoms approach each other
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Table 1: Values of force constants κ used at the different stages of our algorithm.

stages: S2 S4 S5

κS2.1 1.0 50.0 0

κS4.1 0 1.0 1.0

κS4.2 0 1.0 3.0

κS5.1 0 0 50.0

κS5.2 0 0 2.0

below the threshold distance cab. We note that the factor φ modifies the hard-sphere radius

between atoms depending upon whether the atoms ab are bonding or not.

As above, these two vectors define the direction along which the molecules experience

a torque and translational force, as in Eqn. 5 but with a force-constant κS5.2. Unlike the

other forces, we note that the normalization constant N here depends on (MRn)2, making

|~fS5.2
Rn | dependent on the size of the molecule (and not simply proportional to κS5.2); larger

molecules will thus experience a smaller repulsive force against smaller ones (while the smaller

molecules experience a reciprocally stronger force). These two new forces (associated with

force-constants κS5.1 and κS5.2), together with those of the previous two subsections, are

minimized numerically.

A.6 Other considerations

Because the evaluation of these forces have insignificant computational expense, we use

simple steepest descents for all optimizations. The values for the parameters of the different

forces at the different stages are shown in Table 1. The relatively high values for κS2.1 and

κS5.1 reflect their role as “hard-sphere” forces, compared to the other force constants which

are meant to only partially exert their influence. These values give reasonable results for all

examples tested to date.

Though the torque formulas in the preceding subsections do not by themselves change

the internal degrees-of-freedom of the system for sufficiently small displacements, their linear

combination can change the internal degrees-of-freedom. To ensure that the sum of forces at

the different optimization stages remains within the space of rotations and translations of the
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molecules, a projection operator was applied to the final force at every minimization step.

This is an orthogonal projection operator P = V(VTV)−1VT where V is a (6 · NR) × 3N

matrix with each of the 6 · NR columns containing a vector representing translation and

rotation vectors for each molecule (N being the total number of atoms in images R—P ). For

systems with a high-degree of group symmetry it is occasionally found the above equations

”get stuck” on a saddle point. It was found that a simple application of a small random

force on the first few hundred iterations was sufficient to break the symmetry of the forces

and find an adequate minimum guess. Note that the repeated construction of this projection

matrix on every optimization step turns the linear complexity of the algorithm into a cubic

one. However, it should be noted there are ways circumventing the use of these matrices, if

application to systems with more degrees-of-freedom was desired. The resulting reactant R

and product P images are finally used to perform an IDPP interpolation6 with a generous

number of intermediate images. The centre-of-mass of each image on the resulting path are

then shifted to zero and the norm of the overlap matrix of image j and j − 1 is maximized

by rotating image j using the Kabsch algorithm (using mass-scaled coordinates). All images

then have the same centre of mass and inertial frame. Finally to ensure that the molecules

at the reaction end-point are sufficiently far apart from each other, we linearly translate each

molecule Rm in the direction −~αRm (similarly for P ) by some small distance (∼ 2 Å).
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